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Book 5

Some kids like to
jump on a

Wearing these can
help when it is too

It can be fun to
throw or kick a
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Some kids like a
chair which can

It can be relaxing
to listen to

A wobble cushion
can help kids Some kids love to
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A seahorse’s head is the
shape of a horse’s head.

Seahorses have a long tail.
Find the picture of the
seahorse.

Turtles have flippers to
help them swim.

Turtles lay their eggs on the
beach.
Find the picture of the turtle.

Dolphins can leap out of the
water.

Dolphins swim very fast.
Find the picture of the
dolphin.

Whales are the largest sea
creatures.

A baby whale is called a calf.
Find the picture of the whale.
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I have finished
all the sentences.

Carrying a heavy
bag can be good
for strong

This chair is great
for



How To Make Your Interactive Adapted Book

1) print & laminate each page
2) cut the first 2 pages into quarters
3) cut only the top of the 3rd page on the solid lines- the bottom of this
page should  be left whole
4) cut the answer cards and add velcro dots to the back of each
5) add velcro dots to the answer box on each page, as well as the spaces
on page 10 where the cards will  be stored
6) bind the book together
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trampoline

balance

noisy

swing

ball

rocking

music

muscles

spins


